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These sweet earrings are like wearing 
a miniature garden!

1. Make your tassels and glue into

end caps. Allow to dry.

2. Onto one head pin string one

seed bead and one 4mm bead in

desired order. Form wrapped loop

and trim excess wire. Repeat with

remaining head pins and beads

for a total of 12 beaded dangles.

Set aside.

3. Open one large jump ring and

attach to top of one tassel. Close

jump ring.

4. Open second large jump ring and

attach to first. Before closing, add

on five beaded dangles in desired

order. Close jump ring.

Instructions
TIP: The tassels shown are made 
from the barbs of peacock feathers. 
Use your favorite tassel making 
materials for this project. See our 
helpful Pinterest tassel tutorial here - 
https://pin.it/agmhilmhtefisz

5. Open one small jump ring and

attach to second large jump

ring. Before closing add on one

beaded dangle. Close jump ring.

6. Open third large jump ring and

attach to small jump ring. Close.

7. Open one small jump ring and

attach to third large jump ring.

Before closing add one charm

and one earring post. Close jump

ring.

8. Repeat Steps 3-7 for second

earring.

Supplies 
2     Star Jasmine Earring Post    
       (94-1073-12)
2     Blossom End Caps (94-5835-12)
1     Large Blossom Charm
       (94-2548-12)
1     Monarch Butterfly Charm    
       (94-2122-18)
6     Round Jump Ring, 8mm    
       (01-0026-61)

4     Round Jump Ring, 4mm    
       (01-0024-61)
12    Head Pin, 24ga, 2" (01-0029-01)
12    Asst. 4mm gemstone or Czech   
        glass beads
Size 11 seed beads
Peacock feather barbs, or other tassel 
making material 

Required Tools
Scissors, chain nose pliers (2), round 
nose pliers, wire cutters, jewelers 
adhesive

Finished Size
Approx. 3"

skill set
not too hard
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Watch the technique videos in the DIY section of our 

blog (look for videos on jump rings and wrapped loops).

https://www.tierracast.com/blog/tag/diy




